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Comment Submitted:

I am writing to urge you to please conduct the GI-MRIS study as expeditiously as possible. The Great Lakes are not only one of the
world's most precious natural resourses but they are also extremely important to the livlihoods of more than I.5 million people.
The attached study out of the University of Michigan shows $62 billion in wages are directly tied to Great Lakes.
The fate of the Great Lakes is in our hands. Man has inadvertantly threatened the Great Lakes in the past with pollutants and other
invasives but the damage that the Asian Carp would do is irreversible. It is critical that we do whatever it takes asap.
Please don't let another year go by without a fix. We send men to the moon... we can certainly preverìt this pending disaster which
we brought on ourselves! Please don't delay. Thank you, '



Study: More than 1.5 mill¡on jobs, $62 billion ¡n wages d¡rectly tied to Great Lakes
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More than 1.5 million jobs, $62 billion in wages
tied to Great Lakes
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ARBOR, Mich.-More than
.5 million U.S. jobs are directly

connected to the Great Lakes,

ting $62 billion in wages
ually, according to a new

by Michigan Sea Grant at
University of Michigan.

analysis, released today, is

on 2009 employment data
the U.S. Bureau of Labor
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oyment related to the Great
in several industries, according to the authors, M¡chigan Sea Grant's
nt director, Jennifer Read, and research spec¡alist Lynn Vaccaro.

and represents a

ive estimate of direct
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"Many people don't realize how

large an impact the Great Lakes

have across many large sectors of
this region's economy," Read
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said. "The total number ofjobs and the percentage ofjobs by industry
illustrate just how critical the Great Lakes are to the region. For example,
there are more than 525,000 Great Lakes-related jobs in Michigan alone."

A collaborative effort of U-M and Michigan State University, Michigan Sea

Grant is part of the NOAA-National Sea Grant network of more than 30

un¡versity-based programs.

The two-page economic analysis updates a

more extensive Michigan Sea Grant report
issued in 2009. That report focused on

Michigan's economic t¡es to the lakes. The

update provides figures for all eight states
that border the Great Lakes.

http://ns.umich.edu/htdocs/releases/story.php?id=8280 (1 of 3) [3/9/2011 3:39:46 PM]
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The new report looks at the number of jobs

connected to the Great Lakes by state and by

industry. According to the report, Michigan

has the highest number ofjobs that depend

on the lakes (525,886), followed by Illinois
(380,786), Ohio (178,621), Wisconsin
(L73,969), New York (t57,547), Indiana
(54,397 ), Pennsylvania (25,47 9) and
M¡nnesota (LL,B77).

Mariufactur¡ng was responsible for 66 percent

of the Great Lakes-linked jobs, followed by

tourism and recreat¡on (14 percent), shipping
(B percent), agriculture (B percent), science

and engineering (2 percent), util¡ties (1
percent) and mining (1 percent).

Click image for higher resolution

image Great Lakes vessels transport an average of
163 million tons of cargo each year. Lake

vessels can ship goods three times more efficiently than rail and 10 t¡mes
more efficiently than trucks. This transportation system sustains
manufacturing and steel product¡on, while the clean, abundant Great Lakes
waters attract chernical and pharmaceuticaI companies to the region.

Historically, access to the lakes resulted in a
concentration of technical skill, transportation
and manufacturing infrastructure. In the
coming decades, growth will be less linked to
traditional manufacturing and more focused

on quality of life and quality of the region's
natural resources.

"The quality of our lives in Michigan, and the
reg¡on, is largely defined by the Great Lakes.

They provide us sustenance, livelihoods,
recreation and a sense of place," said Jim
Diana, d¡rector of Michigan Sea Grant and a

professor at the U-M School of Natural
Resources and Environment.

"Unless we continue to protect them and do

even more to restore them, we will lose the
ability to attract and retain new businesses
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and talented workers," Diana said. "Restoration of the lakes is crucial to our
futu re. "

Great Lakes beaches, resort communities and natural areas support a vibrant
recreation and tourism industry and enhance the quality of life for residents.
More than 4 million recreational vessels are registered in the region, and
people spend nearly $16 billion annually on boating trips and equipment.

Many take advantage of the region's Great
La kes-dependent natu ra I resou rces, i ncl uding

more than 9.2 million anglers, 4.6 million
hunters and 23.2 million bird watchers each
year.

http://ns.umich.edu/htdocs/releases/story.php?id=8280 (2 of 3) l3l9l207l 3:39:46 PMI
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The calculations ¡n the Michigan Sea Grant
economic summary are based on the most
recent annual estimates for county
employment from the U.S. Bureau of Labor

Statistics' Quarterly Census of Employment
and Wages and its Occupational Employment
Stat¡st¡cs program.

Michigan Sea Grant helps foster economic
growth and protects Michigan's coastal/Great
Lakes resources through education, research

and outreach. Support for the production of
the economic report was provided through the
Graham Environmental Sustainability Institute
at the University of Michigan.

U-M Sustainability fosters a more sustainable world

through collaborations across campus and beyond aimed at educat¡ng students, generating

new knowledge, and minimizing our environmental footprint. Learn more at sustainâb¡l¡ty.
umich.edu

Related Links:

Read the Michigan Sea Grant report

Contact: Jim Erickson
Phone: (734) 647-1842
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